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By Kat Brown

How the childless women of Instagram helped me come
to terms with never having a family

telegraph.co.uk/women/life/childless-women-instagram-helped-come-terms-never-having-family/

On reflection, it was deeply arrogant of me to think that I would sail into motherhood. The
idea of not having children simply never occurred. But here I was at 38 with two failed IVF
cycles, two weeks into a pandemic and sitting hopefully on the phone to a new fertility
consultant who was, rather less hopefully, telling me that I would never bear children. I just
couldn’t bear it. I wanted to fold myself up into a piece of paper and disappear.

I was baffled to discover that there weren’t any in-person support groups for not having
children, and I didn’t even really know how to Google it. What was I looking for? Failure as a
woman? So I did what I’d done when I ran a marathon, decorated my house and started IVF:
I opened Instagram.

Katy Seppi, 39, (@chasing.creation) gave me a name for what I was feeling: disenfranchised
grief. Online, I found a group of people who understood exactly what I was going through.

Just as Mumsnet connects parents, childless networks support those whose grief can
otherwise go unrecognised. “Unfortunately, we’re a huge, hidden minority that is growing,”
says Stephanie Phillips, 54, the founder of World Childless Week which takes place in
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September (@worldchildlessweek) to raise awareness of people who are childless not by
choice.

Her #IAmMe campaign shows childless people celebrating who they are beyond the fact that
they are not a parent – though I think it might be another year before I am strong enough to
send in my photo.

View this post on Instagram
A post shared by Chasing Creation (@chasing.creation)

We are a growing and engaged community. Eighteen per cent of women who reached 45 in
2017 were childless compared to 10 per cent in the generation before. Of those, 10 per cent
are childfree, 10 per cent childless through infertility, and a whopping 80 per cent are due to
circumstance, whether socially – including not meeting the right person in time, or at all, or
discovering that their partner cannot or does not want to have children – or for physical
reasons, such as endometriosis or cancer.

Last year, the Office for National Statistics [ONS] revealed that the number of children born
to women under 30 were at a record low. The British Pregnancy Advisory Service, a
women’s reproductive charity, said: “The trends we’ve seen in recent years, of women having
children later and fewer children overall, are here to stay.”

It’s not just younger women either: the ONS also found that women born in the Sixties, who
are now in their fifties, are twice as likely to be childless than those born immediately after
the Second World War. More employment, better contraception and changing attitudes
towards what women are capable of are all thought to be factors.

The childless community’s Instagram queen is undoubtedly Katy Seppi, a warm American
with a glamorous blonde crop. When an endometriosis diagnosis, followed by a
hysterectomy, ended her hopes of motherhood in 2017, she joined Instagram hoping to find
support. “I just didn’t have anyone in my personal life who was childless not by choice, who I
could talk to. I wanted to have someone who could say ‘I get it’,” she says.

View this post on Instagram
A post shared by Chasing Creation (@chasing.creation)

Ever since Instagram introduced longer word limits on captions and functionality such as
stories (which disappear after 24 hours and feel more intimate), there has been a distinct
move away from influencer perfection towards openness – something that, for those of us
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seeking guidance, can be genuinely game changing, especially given the well-worn and
untrue image of women without children as “selfish”.

Once she had found other women in the same position, Seppi, who works at a non-profit
organisation and has a master’s degree in social work, decided to put her professional
expertise to work helping others. Her @chasing.creation network now has more than 10,000
followers.

“I do get a lot of messages from people saying that what I’ve been doing has changed their
perspective of their situation, or that it has been the first time they’ve connected with others
who are going through this,” she says. “That can be kind of overwhelming for me because it’s
not what I started out trying to do, it was really just that individual level of me needing
support,” she says shyly. “It feels a little bit bonkers just how much it’s grown.”

There are many people in the public eye who do not have children, but very few of them are
open about being childless – as opposed to childfree, which is a conscious decision not to
have children. This privacy is entirely their right, of course, but the lack of conversation
around it can mean that childlessness often feels taboo.

For those still pursuing parenthood, there are numerous communities: Emma Haslett and
Gabriella Griffith, whose podcast and Instagram account @bigfatnegative features a variety
of infertility experiences, have written one of the few books on it, which will be released in
January.

But infertility communities are often run by mothers, which can be challenging. For those of
us who have had to park the idea of parenthood permanently, something very specific is
required.

“I was going through hashtags last year, like #childlessnotbychoice, and it was not
uncommon to see a pregnancy announcement, or a couple who has kids but they’re on
holiday and using #childless because they don’t have their kids for the night. A lot of times
fertility clinics will use those hashtags to try to advertise fertility treatments,” Seppi tells me
from her home in Utah.

“It didn’t quite fit those of us who are permanently childless and are no longer pursuing
options. We have different needs, and different things can be triggering to us that may not be
to someone who is still trying.”

She joined forces with another Instagrammer, Tanya Hubbard (@tanyahubbardcounselling)
to find a new hashtag specifically for the childless community and 800 people voted for the
winner: #embracingchildless.

https://www.instagram.com/bigfatnegative/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/tanyahubbardcounselling/?hl=en
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View this post on Instagram
A post shared by TANYA HUBBARD (@tanyahubbardcounselling)

For all the optimism surrounding infertility treatment, the reality is bracing. The percentage of
IVF treatments on the NHS that resulted in a live birth among women aged under 35,
between 2014 and 2016, was just 29 per cent. The numbers fall further as a woman’s age
increases.

It’s certainly more complex than a case of try, try again. I love Emma Duval’s account
@millennialemma which shares stories of women throughout history who, for whatever
reason, didn’t have children. Emma is childfree by choice, but her abiding message is that
not having children is not new and it does not mean your life is a failure: something which, in
our perfectionist era, we need to hear more than ever.

“Every childless person is different, just as if you and I had been mums we’d have been very
different,” says psychotherapist Jody Day, 57, a World Childless Week ambassador who has
long been a beacon of hope for people whose life plans have gone off course. Through her
book, Living the Life Unexpected, and her Gateway Women network (@gatewaywomen),
Jody has helped thousands to find new purpose and friendship.

She became childless by circumstance after years of unexplained infertility and her marriage
breaking down.

“A woman once told me that she didn’t know if she was going to stay at one of my talks
because she was convinced the room was going to be full of ‘weeping weirdos’,” she tells
me, “and then she looked around and saw a diverse and brilliant group. Once you start
exploring, I find that we’re rather radical and extraordinary – and you see that on Instagram.”

Seppi is also committed to sharing the stories of childless women. In March, she brought
together influencers from all over the world, including Day and Phillips, for a virtual Childless
Collective Summit, which will return in 2022.

“A lot of times we can get pigeonholed as childless women… that we’re sad and pitiable,”
she says. “I haven’t found that in the community. I’ve found incredible people living
multifaceted lives and we don’t hear their stories.”

Often, it’s due to shame, or not wanting to upset people close to them. A listener to the
fertility coach Alice Rose’s podcast, Fertility Life Raft, on which I appeared this summer,
wrote to say that she would love to share my episode on social media but that she had kept
her infertility private. “Currently [I] don’t feel strong enough to deal with all the opinions/pity
that might end up coming my way,” she wrote.
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Certainly, I have found it easier to dive into the anonymity of Instagram than talk about it. It
just felt too overwhelming, especially when I couldn’t really articulate my feelings – and
frankly, too miserable to inflict on friends, with and without children, who have their own pains
to bear.

Speaking to people who also find comfort online – mainly women, mainly anonymous, a sign
of the ongoing stigma that faces those living a life that veers away from societal expectation
– I heard time and again how these communities make them feel less alone and more
positive about the future.

“I know that it’s not only valid but it’s absolutely life-saving,” says Day. As one woman wrote
to me (on Instagram, naturally): “I wonder about all the women who lived childless lives and
weren’t able to connect with others.”

Finding a childless community really helped me begin to confront my complex feelings over
not becoming a mother. Guilt was a huge factor: I couldn’t get pregnant, but this too meant
that I had never gone through the horror of miscarriage, illness or the myriad other
nightmares facing parents, not least a year of pandemic-induced homeschooling. So, too,
have I been spared the whopping injustices parents – usually women – face in the
workplace, and when trying to cover childcare costs.

And yet the devastation comes at you in waves. Some weeks are fine, all joy with nieces and
nephews and pride in friends’ children going to school. And some are not. I found some
comfort in the words of the author David Kessler: “The worst grief is always yours.”

“We forget who we are as individuals, like a parent forgets who they are when they become
a parent; they get the label of mum, we suddenly get the label of childless,” says Phillips.
“Childless is one little bit behind you. It’s not all of you.”

World Childless Week runs September 13-19 

Who to follow

@mindbodyrevival_coach - Aisha Balesaria is a London-based coach with empowering
advice
@y.vonnej – Yvonne John’s book Finding My Plan B is out in October
@thepleasureanarchist – Sex educator Katy DeJong helps infertile people get their
mojo back
@anotherhood_stories – An artistic hangout curated by Kadi in LA and Laura in
Scotland

Events by childless women for childless women

Reignite weekend, gateway-women.com
Yoga retreats, butterflyandbeyond.com

https://worldchildlessweek.net/
https://www.instagram.com/mindbodyrevival_coach/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/y.vonnej/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/thepleasureanarchist/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/anotherhood_stories/?hl=en
https://gateway-women.com/
https://butterflyandbeyond.com/
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Chanting circles, ourhealingvoice.com
Childless support circles, chasingcreation.org

Hashtags

#childfreeafterinfertility
#embracingchildless

Have you found support through an online community? Tell us your experience in the comments section
below

https://ourhealingvoice.com/
https://chasingcreation.org/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/childfreeafterinfertility/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/embracingchildless/?hl=en

